Digital Shade Assistant
Find the correct shade quickly and easily

Determine the tooth shade – quickly and reliably
With the Digital Shade Assistant Starter Kit and the Programat® P710 you can determine the tooth shade using digital technology, quickly and reliably.
Gone are the days of selecting the wrong tooth shade.
The tooth shade can now be determined and checked by the DSA Starter Kit.

It’s as easy as this:

1. Select the three closest shade guide teeth.*
2. Insert the reference teeth into the Digital Shade Assistant holder.
3. Position the DSA holder up close to the patient.
4. Take a digital photograph of the patient’s teeth and shade guide.
5. Transfer the photo data to the Programat P710 and start the shade analysis with the DSA function.

* The Digital Shade Assistant System is only compatible with the following shade guides:
  • Ivoclar Vivadent A–D Shade Guide
  • Ivoclar Vivadent Chromascop Shade Guide

This product forms part of our Fixed Prosthetics category. All the products of this category are optimally coordinated with each other.
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Delivery form:
679917 Digital Shade Assistant Starter Kit
1 shade guide (A–D)
3-piece DSA holder
1 short instructions manual